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God Prayers of Thanks 

 

Thank you sometimes comes in a bouquet of flowers, small packages tied with ribbon or nicely 

decorated gift bags, but not all thank you’s can be expressed in an item.  There are the gifts that people 

notice more often than not when a smile from a child’s face can tell you more than a store bought gift 

though those are appreciated in a different fonder way.  The love of a person no matter how small in 

age or old in an advancement brings a light of happiness to both.  God’s pleasant resounding rainbow in 

a sunrise and sunset is a wondrous sight that reoccurs though if one thought of it daily and watched 

daily some never reoccur just the same way colors still illuminate intense  of sight and emotion elevate 

more often than not.  A gathered emotion of Peace at will or is it the elevation to an ultimate 

understanding some days more than others.  How do you thank a deity for the most intense light event 

shone every morning and night? Magic was the descriptive word applied so many times even when 

explained by a chemist or scientist of many fields and personalities and individualities. As shapes are 

repetitive in life so is the colors but in different intensities. Captivating individuals with a sight of holding 

hopefully placed without thoughts to recall or occur. It’s the blessing for most that life continues in color 

as in shape and form.  Does the color have a voice or sound and not a word or temperature? Viewed 

with color is there sound associated with a pigment found in a plant soil?  Is it a musical note upon the 

wind? Does it have its own fragrance always that blends together with plant life? Is it the color that gives 

the scent? God’s rainbow in the sunset and sunrise a blessing for those with visual sight.  Does the sky 

way out hold the fragrance of the flowers every morning and every night? God’s blessed as the chemist, 

the magician and strength of life to breath in life and give it to those that are deemed to have free-will.  

God’s sight’s never blinded he’s made the colors, the fragrances, the individuals that smell good all the 

time.  Can I send you heaven or is the mail box full? The final destination is concurrent to current for the 

day- a turn style to the elevator has it already reached the pent house.  Heaven and Hell collided- 

Heaven’s still here part way.  I can still see the colors of the rainbow everywhere I look.  Thank you God 

for form and shape.  When I go away from those that are here, may life continue.  Blessing keep lasting. 

May there be no more terror only peace in the beautiful colors of a rainbow when the future of 

generations see.  I pray may life live the rainbow everyday seeing all colors everywhere. How can one 

thank a God for a rainbow before the sky releases drops on a sunny day? The rainbow is evident without 

a cloud In the sky. 


